Datasheet
RS PRO Full HD Vehicle Video Recorder with GPS
Stock number: 880-2201

Specification:
Sensor

5MP Full HD CMOS sensor

Resolution

Full-HD 1080P NTSC 30FPS / PAL 25FPS

Power supply

DC5V±5% / 1 Amp.

Operating tmp.

-10℃~ +70℃

Storage

Min. 4GB ~ Max. 128GB SDHC Card, Class 10above

Recording

Prompt recording when power on stop recording when power off

Recording data

Date/time/video/audio/g-sensor/GPS

Storage format

Specific file play via PC player and 2.5”LCD monitor

Audio input

Built-in microphone

Time setting

Built-in permanent calendar with adjustable function through
remote control or
bundled player.

G-sensor

Built-in 3D G-sensor

GPS

Speed / coordinate / auto time calibration

Google map

Driving route, direction, speed

Feature:
Auto-REC
The GPS full-HD recorder automatically and continuously records all your journeys. Just start your
vehicle to launch your recorder! The recordings are saved in a loop on the pre-formatted SD card
provided. Once the card is full, the old recorded journeys are automatically replaced with your
current journey. So no information relating to your latest journeys will be lost. Finally, the 30 seconds
before and after an impact are stored in a secure file.
GPS Tracker
You’re going to love the recorder grated with GPS: your vehicle can be geo-located wherever you are
and associated with Google Maps. This sophisticated technology also allows you to analyze a variety
of data relating to your vehicle: GPS position, direction, average speed, distance travelled, journey
time, etc.
Resistant Black Box
Manufactured using high quality components, the GPS full-HD recorder continually functions even in
the most demanding environments temperature. Placed on your windscreen near to your interior
review mirror, GPS full-HD recorder can resist extreme temperature ranging from -10°C to +70°C.
Gyroscopic Sensor
The «G shock sensor» records all your vehicle’s movements: sudden acceleration, excessive braking
and heavy movements while swerving. These elements will provide details of any accident and can be
used to analyze an event that has occurred on the road. The GPS full-HD recorderis thus a complete
on-board black box, storing your vehicle’s video and movement data.
Wide-angle Full HD Camera
With its 1080p camera and 105° wide-angle lens, the full-HD GPS recorder offers a wide and clear
overview of the road. The camera sensor is highly sensitive and adapts to the road’s visibility
conditions. In other words, the sensor adapts to low and high luminosity conditions as well as sudden
changes in light (when exiting a tunnel, for example). Thanks to its Full HD 1080p camera, the video is
equally clear at night.
Built-in Display
The full-HD GPS recorder offers an ingenious screen integrated into the device, measuring 2.5’’. It
enables you to view your recordings from your vehicle, and to review the chain of events that just
occurred directly following an accident. The GPS full-HD recorder will save you precious time and
enable you to easily report an accident.

IMPORTANT!! Check if legal for use in your country before purchase!

If customers purchase the product before 15-March, 2021, please check the link
below and update software before first use.
1. Please check the link for updated software download.
2. Unzip the downloaded file.
3. Instructions can be found in file “FIRMWARE release_note.txt”.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15zCSbjjyosFIGXvE4gOcT0d3N2dt7TvU/view

